T HE Negro American protest is
sometimes referred to as a revolution. This notion strains the more scholarly and scientific uses of the concept. Social scientists generally classify social movements, on the basis of their ideological orientation, into "revolutionary" or "reform" types. When a movement seeks to overthrow the basic value system of a society, it is revolutionary. On the other hand, a social movement designed to extend basic values to another segment of the population is reform.1
The protest is a generalized movement that is characterized by a number of specific movements. All the specific movements, with the exception of Black Muslims,2 coalesce in a common set of objectives-the total desegregation of all facets of American society. This paper presents a succinct description and analysis of the Negro American protest against segregated public accommodations and facilities in terms of ideology, tactics and strategy, leadership and followers. The presentation focuses on some salient features of the protest in general and on specific movements in particular. Also, the concept "Negro American protest" does not imply a monolithic Negro thrust. White participation is an essential ingredient, although it is not emphasized here.
IDEOLOGY: THE QUIET BATTLE
Any social movement requires explicit or implicit ideological justification and a group of intellectuals to provide its rationale. However, the philosophy of nonviolent direct action was developed by Martin Luther King, Jr., in the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Its historical roots spring from Christian theology and from the teachings and practice of Mahatma Gandhi. The underlying tenets of the philosophy are "love force," "self-suffering," "adherence to truth" or Stayagraha, and the "spirit of reconciliation." 6 These concepts rationalize not only combating evil but also refusing to co-operate with it. Thus, the doctrine of nonviolent direct action means nonco-operation with injustice, persuasion, negotiation, and suffering, when necessary.
Nonviolent direct action proved uniquely appropriate as a tactic of mass nonco-operation with segregation. The dominant group had an opportunity to lessen discrepancies between values and practice without violent repression or repudiating equality. Negroes were able to assert their human dignity without initiating violence.
TACTICS AND STRATEGY
In the past, Negro Southerners, appealing to white paternalism, employed subtle protest tactics. They rarely revealed the discrepancy between their subjective feelings and accommodation to segregation. Thus, Negro A major source of conflict centers around adult conservatism and youthful aggressiveness. Often, adults accept limited demonstrations and arrests, but become alarmed over mass demonstrations and arrests. While adult leaders counsel against and attempt to prevent much youthful aggressiveness, they condone it; they share or take credit for dramatic changes. Somewhat strained co-operation between youth and adults occurred in Memphis, Saint Louis, Charlotte, Richmond, and Atlanta.8
No particular tactic has been successful in all situations. Yet the civil rights organizations generally do not hesitate to apply a tactic that worked for others without regard to differences in local situations. Mass demonstrations and arrests in Albany and Birmingham failed to achieve their immediate goals. However, they were significant in forcing the Kennedy Administration to abandon its "legislative expediency policy" on civil rights and to introduce legislation in Congress.
Many civil rights leaders become advocates of a particular tactic and see little or no virtue in others. Some youth leaders identified negotiation and legalism with adult leaders and rejected their efficacy.9 Direct action, the tactic par excellence for youth, won few changes; it made possible or strengthened negotiations and legal action.
Civil rights gains were most extensive in those instances where two or more tactics were combined. Negroes of all social classes are potential members of protest organizations in nearly equal proportions when approached in a concerted fashion. However, the lower-class Negro, often expressing more intense antiwhite attitudes than the middle-and upper-class Negroes,25 has a membership potential which is only beginning to be tapped. The lower class is now becoming involved in the protest.
On the whole, Negro civil rights leaders express rather accurately the hopes and aspirations of their constituents. In fact, it can be hypothesized that the readiness of the Negro masses to desegregate equals or exceeds that of their leadership. A possible explanation of this proposition is that Negroes lend verbal, emotional, and moral, if not always physical and financial, support to other Negroes in interracial competition or conflict. White endorsement no longer establishes Negro leadership; rathor, white support is a decided handicap. 26 To the extent that protest leadership is oriented to the aspirations
